The practice of medicine and clinician learning have seen constant change over the past century. This change has been driven not only through new scientific discoveries leading to new treatment options for patients, but also through new technologies and the exponential increase in digital data. experts. The generation of data continues to increase faster than we seem to be able to comprehend or assimilate. Data is the currency of research, and the quality of research is dependent upon the quality and quantity of that data. Also becoming increasingly important is metadata (data about data), which is critical to being able to meaningfully interpret and use the data. A long-term tension has existed between big data and precious data, the latter generally being "cleaner" and more thoroughly curated. Both serve important roles in research, but it is critical to understand the utility and limitations of each. For example, safety surveillance relies on big data and being able to find signals or "needles in haystacks." Rare disease research relies on small amounts of data from few patients with such diseases, making the data precious.
| INTRODUCTION
The practice of medicine and clinician learning have seen constant change over the past century. This change has been driven not only through new scientific discoveries leading to new treatment options for patients, but also through new technologies and the exponential increase in digital data.
In A Family of Doctors, 1 Dr. David Hellerstein describes his greatgreat-grandfather's efforts to track his personal success as an obstetrician with notebooks full of handwritten data about successful deliveries and unfortunate deaths (maternal and fetal), from which he himself learned. Presumably, he passed this learning on to his students, but they were not shared broadly. experts. The generation of data continues to increase faster than we seem to be able to comprehend or assimilate. Data is the currency of research, and the quality of research is dependent upon the quality and quantity of that data. Also becoming increasingly important is metadata (data about data), which is critical to being able to meaningfully interpret and use the data. A long-term tension has existed between big data and precious data, the latter generally being "cleaner" and more thoroughly curated. Both serve important roles in research, but it is critical to understand the utility and limitations of each. For example, safety surveillance relies on big data and being able to find signals or "needles in haystacks." Rare disease research relies on small amounts of data from few patients with such diseases, making the data precious.
As data from paper medical records and research case report forms becomes digitized, it is considered to be more accessible. Yet, along with this new world of digital health, a new set of issues has emerged. These issues affect the sharing of healthcare data for research purposes. They include concerns about patient privacy, system security, responsible use of data, data curation, standardization, harmonization, management and mapping, data analysis and interpretation, and other such issues. If these issues can be resolved, there is then the question of how to get the research results back to practicing clinicians such that they can be applied appropriately in practice. Surrounding these data-related issues are others that include technology and regulations, and the latter are often country-specific. All the while, it is increasingly important to put the patient first and consider what patients want. There is added complexity in that different patients have varying experiences with certain procedures, drugs, or therapies.
The theme of this Special Issue is Learning Health Systems:
Connecting Research to Practice Worldwide. The articles explore the
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